ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
WILD HAS BEEN DEVELOPING AND PRODUCING GENERATIVE
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS FOR OVER SIX YEARS.
Thus, additive manufacturing is no longer just a vision but already a mastered
technology for the systems partner.
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What has WILD specialised in the area of
additive manufacturing?
We focus on the development and production
of complex devices and systems, some of which
employ laser procedures. In these areas, we are
able to fully exploit our longstanding optomechatronics expertise and our comprehensive
skills as a serial manufacturer. This includes,
amongst other, our know-how in the areas of high
precision, casing technology, free-form optics,
surface engineering, software and digital imaging.
When is WILD the right partner for me?
As a systems partner, we work both for international market leaders and start-ups.
Whether you are currently developing your first
ideas or you are already in transition to serial
production, you will benefit from the WILD Group’s
know-how at any point. We cover everything from
individual engineering packages including the
development of new features such as, e.g. more
precise laser optics, multiple laser systems or
in-process control systems, to the mechanical
production and assembly of complete devices.
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The quantities we produce are variable and may be
limited to a few units for prototypes or, if necessary,
be flexibly upscaled to thousands of units.
Can WILD manufacture devices for different
printing processes?
Yes, absolutely. We are flexible and master different
techniques such as selective laser sintering, stereo
lithography systems, FDM machines and more.
Whether industrial printers for production halls or
desktop devices for prototype workshops, WILD
can implement all requirements in manufacturing.
The necessary production environment is
available. For sensitive scanning units, we produce in
separate flow boxes or in a cleanroom environment.
Customers benefit particularly from our expertise in
optomechatronic assemblies, such as, for example
SLS laser scanners.

Your contact at WILD:
Markus Woschitz, MBA
Mail: markus.woschitz@wild.at
Tel:
+43 4232 2527 339
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